On the limiting electrophoretic mobility of a highly charged colloidal particle in an electrolyte solution.
The electrophoretic mobility of a spherical charged colloidal particle in an electrolyte solution with large kappaa (where kappa= Debye-Hückel parameter and a= particle radius) tends to a nonzero constant value in the limit of high zeta potential. It is demonstrated that this is caused by the fact that counterions condensed near the highly charged particle surface do not contribute to the electrophoretic mobility and only co-ions govern the mobility. A simple method to derive the limiting electrophoretic mobility expression is given. The present method is also applied to cylindrical particles, showing that the leading term of the limiting electrophoretic mobility of a cylindrical particle in a transverse field with large kappaa is the same as that of a spherical particle. The electrophoretic mobility of a cylindrical particle in a tangential field, on the other hand, is proportional to the particle zeta potential and does not exhibit a constant limiting value for high zeta potentials.